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International soybean prices
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Futures market
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Global supply & demand – at a glance

2020/21 f’cast:

 production: forecast to more than recover from last 

season’s drop, posting a new record

 utilization:  to keep expanding, though less than in recent 

past

 ending stocks:  projected to contract to a three-year low

 trade:  pegged around last season’s record-high level 
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Major soybean producers 
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Global Utilization

(excl. UK)



Soybean carry-over stocks
(based on national marketing years)
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(excl. UK)



Global soybean trade
(October/September)
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Global soybean imports:

 after the 19/20 surge, in 20/21, global 

imports are forecast to remain close to last 

season’s record level;

 China’s imports expected to grow less than 

1% (compared to 20% last season);

 elsewhere, lower purchases by Argentina, 

Brazil and India should be offset by higher 

dispatches to the EU, the Russ. Federation

and a number of other countries.



Soybean exports
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Round-up
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S&D round-up

• Supply and demand situation set to tighten in 2020/21 – despite recovery in global production.

• Global inventories poised to drop for 2nd consecutive year, tied to further expansion in demand (esp. in China).

• Prices currently at multi-year highs.

Main factors to watch & key uncertainties

• South America crop prospects: planting progress; 

weather risks; economic uncertainties.

• Unusual supply tightness in related oilcrop markets. 

• 2021 planting intensions in northern hemisphere 

countries.

• China soybean import prospects: livestock sector; 

state reserves; USA-China trade relationship.

• Uptake from the biodiesel industry (discretionary & 

mandatory): mineral oil prices; national policies.

• S&D impact of COVID-19 crises on food, feed and 

biodiesel uses in Europe, North/South America and Asia:  

supply chain disruptions; demand curbs. 

• Production sustainability

• Transport/logistics issues (South America)

• Pesticide regulations

• Macro-economic conditions & exchange rate fluctuations

• Non-meat protein foods


